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Know Your Aircraft Rivets

ards because in civil aircraft, structure had to meet ex- .... one end with the 2 in. line of holes at the other end. The ... members. The round head rivet has a deep rounded top surface. The head is large enough to ... resistance to a tension load. 
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Know Your Aircraft Rivets HERE ARE a variety of aircraft grade rivets currently T available from aircraft parts houses and government surplus outlets. Some are useful for the home craftsman — some aren't. The variety reflects the numerous special applications characteristic of today's aircraft industry and fabrication techniques. Just before and right after World War II industry found itself in desperate need of a set of fastener standards because in civil aircraft, structure had to meet excruciating safety specifications for the first time. At the same time, military procuring agencies were specifying purchases with incredible completeness, even to the type of paper to be used in pilots' note pads. There evolved in this process a series of fastener designations with head type, size, material, finish, properties, and uses precisely tabulated. The tabulation was a joint Air Force/Navy effort, and is a part of the Air Force/Navy Book of Standards. Rather than foot the fabulous bill for a parallel effort, industry has adopted the same standards, as well they might for many of the manufacturers of civil aircraft were the very people who developed the fastener specifications for Uncle Sam under defense contracts. In the case of rivets, the head type is identified by the book title and page number, thus: AN (Air Force/ Navy Standards) with the page number identifying a specific type. AN 420—countersunk head rivets AN 430—round head rivets AN 440—flat head rivets AN 450—brazier head rivets AN 470—universal head rivets There are also letters and numbers added to the part number. The letters designate alloy composition; the numbers, rivet length and shank diameter. The letters in common use for alloy designations are: A—aluminuum alloy 1100 or 3003 composition AD—aluminum alloy 2117T composition D—aluminum alloy 2017T composition DD—aluminum alloy 2024T composition B—aluminum alloy 5056 composition C—copper M—Monel (copper-nickel alloy)



If no letter follows the head designation (AN number) it indicates the rivet is made of mild steel. The first number following the material composition letters expresses the rivet shank diameter in 32nds of an inch. Thus, AN 430DD3 would indicate a round head rivet of 2024T composition with a 3/32 in. diameter shank. Similarly, the last number, separated from the rest of the designation by a dash, indicates rivet length, in 16ths of an inch. The full designation AN 430DD3-7 then indicates the above described rivet in a 7/16 in. length. Countersunk rivet length includes the head which rests flush with the material surface. All other rivet lengths are shank only, as the head rests outside the material surface. In ordering rivets from mail order houses or in divining just what is inside the many "do not open before purchase" boxes of surplus dealers, a knowledge of the AN sequence is most helpful. The AN number is all that appears on most of these packages, with absolutely no description to help the buyer. The other extreme is where a surplus dealer has lost some sales due to the mystery of what's in a box, and so has emptied all boxes of a type into a bulk bin. In this case the size and head type are readily discernible, but there is no obvious way of knowing of just what material the rivets are made. No obvious way, but if they are aircraft grade, there is a way. On the head of each rivet is a material identifying mark. The meanings of the marks used on AN rivets are as follows: Head Marking



Material



pure aluminum, 1100 aluminum, mild steel or copper 2117T aluminum alloy Dimpled head 2017T aluminum alloy Raised dot Raised double dash 2024T aluminum alloy Raised cross . 5056 aluminum alloy mild steel (countersunk head) Raised triangle Raised single dash corrosion resistant steel Raised double dots Monel (copper-nickel alloy) Plain head



Rivet material is of definite interest to FAA inspectors, and a knowledge of identifying marks may save re(Continued on next page) SPORT AVIATION
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AIRCRAFT RIVETS . . . (Continued from page 9)



placing inadequate rivets. This is of special importance in



maintaining a certified craft. Far and away the most commonly used rivet for aircraft structures is the "Field rivet" of 2117T aluminum alloy, and so marked with the single dimple in the center of the head. This material is soft enough to allow easy forming of the upset "shop head" yet its strength is satisfactory for almost all aircraft structural fastening. The unmarked head rivet is unacceptable for structural fastening as the materials are either too soft or not compatible with sheet aluminum. For higher strength, a rivet made of 2017T or 2024T aluminum may be used. They are supposed to be given a heat-treat consisting of heating to slightly over 900 deg. F and quenching immediately in cold water (70 deg. F). They age-harden very rapidly at room temperature and must either be used within a few minutes of quenching or stored in a refrigerator, hence the name "ice-box" rivets by which these items are commonly known. Aluminum, unlike steel is not hardened by the quench, but is in fact rendered dead soft. After driving, the rivets return to a hard, tough condition through the process referred to above as "age-hardening." At room temperature such rivets attain full strength four days after driving. Just for the sake of this article, the author conducted a simple experiment as follows: A dozen Va in. diameter holes were drilled through one side of a piece of scrap iron pipe, all in line, and into each was inserted an AN 430DD4-8 rivet with the head only showing outside the pipe. The pipe was long enough to provide a handle at one end with the 2 in. line of holes at the other end. The experiment consisted of heating the bottom of the pipe with an acetylene torch (gasoline blow torch or butane utility torch would do as well) until the iron of the pipe glowed a blood red in indoor light (this should correspond to about 950 deg. F) followed by dumping the heated rivets into cool water. Nice as it would be to claim success on the first try, honesty demands that some of the highlights of the learning process be reported. The first try produced a batch of small aluminum droplets in the quenching pan. The second try proved that thermal expansion in aluminum is



greater than in steel and resulted in oversizing the holes with a No. 28 drill. Tries 3, 4 and 5 produced excellent results, and the rivets, when upset formed very acceptable shop heads. The process is crude and hardly worth the effort if 2117T field rivets are available, but it does work, and may have merit for large structural rivets where only a few are required. If headed with care, small ice-box rivets can be used without heat-treat. They make good joints, but are difficult to set without bending which can cause a torn or distorted hole. Rivets made of 1100 or 5056 aluminum alloys are quite soft and usable only for non-stressed parts like instrument panels, etc. The 5056 alloy is also used for riveting magnesium structure. It has a high resistance to corrosion, but its shear and bearing strengths are very low. Mild steel rivets are used for fastening steel parts. Corrosion resistant rivets are for fastening corrosion resistant steels in fire walls, exhaust stock brackets, and similar structures. Monel rivets are used for fastening nickel-steel, nickel-copper, or corrosion resistant steels. The use of copper rivets in aircraft construction or repair is limited. Copper rivets can only be used with copper alloys or non-metallic materials such as nylon webbing or leather. Copper has the one favorable property of relieving stresses by creeping to distribute loads. Although aluminum is not greatly corroded by normal moisture, as are unprotected iron base metals, it is greatly affected by salt, alkaline materials, or intimate contact with dissimilar metals, such as copper. Two different metals in electrical contact and sharing a common area of moisture will set up a "wet-cell" or Galvanic action causing a small electric current to flow. The result is a gradual dissolution of one of the metals. The action is particularly strong in an area of high stress or whereever there is a crack or tear. The above corrosive process is accelerated by salt content of the moisture. Certain aluminum alloys react to each other, and therefore must be considered dissimilar metals. The commonly used aluminum alloys may be grouped as below: Group A



Alloy 1100



Alloy Alloy Alloy Alloy Alloy
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SEPTEMBER 1964



3003 5052 5056 6063 6065



Group B



Alloy Alloy Alloy Alloy Alloy



2117 2017 2024 2124 7073



Alloy 7178



Members of either group can be considered similar and will not react to others in the same group. A corroding action can take place, however, if any metal of group A comes into contact with a metal of group B in the presence of moisture. Avoid the use of dissimilar metals wherever possible. Their incompatibility is a factor which was considered when the AN standards were adopted. To comply with AN standards, the manufacturer must put a protective coating on the rivets. This may be zinc chromate, metal spray, or an anodized finish. The protective coating on a rivet can be identified by its color. A rivet coated with zinc chromate is yellow, an anodized rivet is pearl grey or bright blue, the metal sprayed rivet is identified by a mottled silvery grey color. If a situation (such as home heat treatment) arises where a protective coating must be applied on the job, paint the



rivet with zinc chromate lacquer both before and after driving. In choosing the rivet for a particular job it is handy to know for what characteristics each head type is intended. Round head rivets are preferred in the interior of aircraft except where clearance is required for adjacent



they can be replaced by universal head rivets if the preferred style is not available. It produces slightly more drag than a brazier, is slightly less strong than a round head, and requires slightly more clearance than a flat head. The FAA inspector will probably accept its use, but may ask for the reason one of the others wasn't used.



surface. The head is large enough to strengthen the sheet



dimpled hole and lies flush with the top material surface. The angle at which the sides of the head slope inwards



members. The round head rivet has a deep rounded top around the hole, and at the same time offers maximum



resistance to a tension load. Also, its shape centers the rivet gun set and can be driven with little worry of the gun slipping off. The flat head rivet, like the round head, is used on



interior structure. It is used where the joint requires greater strength than that of a countersunk head and allows insufficient space for the preferred round head. It is seldom, if ever, used on an external surface. The brazier head rivet has a head of large diameter



which makes it particularly adaptable for securing thin



sheet material such as skins or gussets. The brazier head



on an external surface offers only slight resistance to air



flow. Because of this fact, it is frequently used for rivet-



ing skin on exterior surfaces where thin sheets are exposed to the already turbulent airstream of aft fuselage or empennage sections. The big advantage of the brazier head over flush riveting is the much simpler and less critical hole preparation. The universal head rivet is a combination of the



round head, flat head, and brazier head. It is used in aircraft construction and repair in both interior and exterior locations. Where replacement is necessary for protruding head rivets, either round head, flat head, or brazier head,



The countersunk head rivet is flat-topped and beveled toward the i-hank, so that it fits into a countersunk or



may vary from 78 deg. to 120 deg. Manufacturers are



gradually standardizing on 100 deg. (AN 426). The rivets are used to fasten sheets over which other sheets must fit. They are also used on exterior surfaces of aircraft because they offer no resistance to the slipstream when properly installed, and they minimize turbulence in the airflow.



For home construction or repair of aircraft structures a small assortment of brazier head and countersunk head field rivets will answer almost all needs. Except for definite tension loads in the rivet itself, brazier heads can be used in place of round heads. Where space permits, substituting a size larger brazier head will provide the same rivet tension strength and much greater shear and bearing strength than the unavailable round head. For general use it is cheaper to buy a batch of fairly long shank rivets, cutting to length with diagonal cutters or for a $2.00 to $3.00 investment a rivet cutter can be used prior to upsetting. Of course, planned use of over 100 or so rivets would warrant purchase of the exact rivet size for the job. Repeated rivet sizing is a tedious job, and never provides as professional looking rivet as using fitted rivets.
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JODEL D-9 . . .



Chrome moly tubing welded to form small fuselage section."



(Continued from page 8)



just too much to provide a good steady flow of gas during take-off acceleration. Total length of the original gas line from the nose tank, through the non-return valve and to the sediment bowl, was over 40 in. Now, the gas line from the front tank comes directly from the bottom of the tank, only has to travel 10 in. to the sediment bowl, and then to the carburetor. I found out what others know: keep the gas line as short and direct as possible. As far as the problem with the CG being too far aft, here is a brief summary. The basic airframe for the Jodel D-9 is a French design intended to use the Volkswagen conversion. For reasons of my own, I preferred an approved engine, leaning heavily toward the Continental A-65-8. Luckily, I was able to obtain one locally in good condition for $200.00. However, the Continental is heavier than the Volkswagen. This means that the airframe must be beefed up and this adds weight. Extra weight cuts down performance, and in my opinion has cancelled out much of the gain from the extra horsepower. These factors I realized prior to installing the



65, but wanted the approved engine up front more than



the other advantages, lighter construction, etc.



To make up for the extra weight, the firewall and



seat back were moved to the rear by 6 in. This turned out to ba the exact amount I moved the engine forward to get the CG within limits. Whether proper consideration was not given to the more rearward location of the big gas tank and pilot or if the engine was not as heavy as originally thought, I am not certain. If the Continental



' chrome moly washers Ided to each end of >cer tube. 1W diam.



id welded on inside.



1" diameter steel pipe '/•" wall 6" long H" aircraft bolts with heads welded on inside of spacer



tube to prevent turning when bolts are tightened on from inside of cockpit through the firewall and through the



original J-3 motor mount. Bolts on this side go



through original J-3 mount.



Bolts on this side go



through the firewall.



Drawing of the motor mount extension built by Cecil Goddard of Alida, Saskatchewan, for Jodel D-9, CF-PFB designed by Rem Walker, owner-builder.



had been put in the same location as the VW, but the pilot location had not been moved to the rear along with the big gas tank, I am sure the aircraft would definitely be nose heavy. As the Jodel is now, it couldn't be any



better. The engine is in the original location intended, I have a large 8.6 gal. nose tank up front and a 13 gal. tank to the rear. Somehow or other, these various mistakes seem to have been resolved into a nicely arranged airplane that is very nice to fly although a little heavier



than it should be to give sparkling performance.
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Know Your Aircraft Rivets 

Câ€”copper. Mâ€”Monel (copper-nickel alloy) .... Rivets made of 1100 or 5056 aluminum alloys are ... nickel-steel, nickel-copper, or corrosion resistant steels.
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Know Your Civil Air Regulations 
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Know Your Civil Air Regulations 
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Aircraft Building: Covering Your Fuselage 
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Aircraft Building: Your Welding Workshop 

top with square steel tubing to reinforce the top and to create the legs. If you use 3/8-inch steel for the top, you will probably not need to reinforce it with square.
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Building Basics: The evolution of aircraft rivets - Size 
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Building Basics: Rivets 
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Maintenance & Restoration: Your Aircraft Vacuum System 

Vacuum pump failures are considered commonplace, and it's hard to imagine flying in instrument conditions without some form of backup attitude system.
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Is Your Aircraft Alternator Really Airworthy? 
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blind rivets application considerations - Size 
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Maintenance & Restoration: Your Aircraft Vacuum System 
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Homemade Hybrid Blind Rivets 
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Proper Selection of Aircraft Tubing for Your Design 

The permissible chemistry ranges have ... nated as 4130 and a higher alloyed grade known as X4130, were pro- ... 10. (a) Tolerances are applicable to individual measurements. (b) For tubing with inside diameter less than ]/2 inch (or less.
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AIRCRAFT 

position while performing any procedures on the engine. Figure 1 Defect. 1. Remove starting ... secure the bushing to the plate as shown in figure 2 (repaired).
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